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learn how a thermometer is made. Much of
this information will not be too difficult to
impart to some of the older pupils, and will
enliven any session devoted to a study of the
thermometer.
The thermometer may he drawn in
"spuared" paper and the mercury colored red
or any color the child wishes. Squared paper
adds much to the clearness of the represen-
tation and emphasizes the number values,
and increases the joy in the work.
Suggestions for Games. 1. Play Hide
and Go Seek. The person who is "it" counts
by 10's to 100 while others hide, or counts by
5?s to 50, or 5's to 100, giving more time to
those who hide.
2. Eing-Toss. "Ringing" the post gives
20 points. Tossing into each circle gives 2,
5, 8, 10 or 15 points, as marked in the pic-
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KING-TOSS DIAGRAM
ture.   Give each child 3 throws or more, and
count the scores as below:
Jane	Hobert         Dorothy	Elmer
20	15	8	10
8	15	15	20
5	2	20	8
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3. Beanlag Game. This game is much
like ring-toss, but we substitute a beanbag
for the ring and an inner circle for the post.
4. Make the "magic square". Let
each child make one. Cut apart
and try to put together again with-
out looking at the one in the hook.
Nuvriber-Match* Arrange and carry
on as a spelling match, but in case of failure
give a new problem, not repeating the one
causing the failure.
 (1) Each one who fails takes his seat,
and the side that holds out the longer 13
winner; or (2) keep score, seeing which
side gets the more points, all remaining in
place to the end.
For other games, see the many number
game books and new arithmetics.
Suggestive Home Problems. Second
Grade. The following will be found very
timely:
 1.	When   your   mother   sends   you   to   the
store, how long- does it take you?    The next
time she sends you to the store look at the
clock   and  remember  what  time  it  is  when
you  leave.    Note  the  time  again  when  you
come home.    How long- did it take you to go
and come?
 2.	How many "bottles of milk does the milk-
man   leave   at   your   house   each   morning-?
How many does he leave in a week?
 3.	How many hours do you sleep?    Tomor-
row  morning1 tell me  how many  hours  you
have slept.   What time was it when you went
to bed?    What time was it when you woke
up?
 4.	Tour father pays lOc each day for car-
fare.    How much  money  would  he  save  in
one week if he walked to  work three  days
that week?
 5.	When   your mother  buys   apples,  count
the  number of apples  in  1  peck.    Find  the
number of potatoes in 1 peck.
Third Year
General Suggestions. The child takes up
the number work of the third year with the
advantage that comes from familiarity with
the simple technique, signs and symbols of
the science of arithmetic, and so is on the
way to moving somewhat rapidly and inde-
pendently. He met in the second year the
first abstract number idea, that of times, or
ratio, which gives him further advantage.
He is ready to push on. Teachers must be
careful that this advantage is not over-rated,
and that the child is not pushed too rapidly*
Up to this time the child has moved slowly
and surely through his introdnction to num-
ber, and everyone has been pleased to allow
Mm to go leisurely. We find no failures,
or very few, in first year number, some in
second year, and a rapid rise in failures in
third year. The school must not press so
hard and so fast at this time. A more care-
ful distribution through the first three years
is to be desired. At this point the teacher
must prevent pressure that compels rapid
mechanical results and forbids sufficient con-
crete number experiences and observations.
A finer, more careful consideration of this

